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It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that
we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest. Mre address
ourselves, not to their humanity b u ~to their self-love, and never talk to them

Planning Turned Upside Down:
Baltimore, Hong Kong, London,
'975-1987

of our own necessities but of their advantages. Nobody but a beggar chooses
to depend chiefly upon the bene\,olence of his fellow-citizens.
Adam Smith
The Clialth of Nations

( I

776)

But beware! The time for all this is not yet. For at least another hundred
years we must pretend to ourselves and to everyone that fair is foul and foul
is fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Avarice and usury and precaution
must be our gods for a little longer still. For only they can lead us out of the
tunnel of economic necessity into daylight.
John Maynard Keynes
'Economic Posstbilities for our Grandchildren' (Essays in Persuasion) (1930)
I t is of the utmost importance to the argument of this book for the reader to
keep in mind that the planning against which all our criticism is directly is
solely the planning against competition - the planning that is to be substituted
for competition. . . . But as in current usage 'planninp' has become synonymous
with the former kind of planning, it will sometimes be inevitable for the sake
of brevity to refer to it simply as planning, even though this means leaving
to our opponents a very good word meriting a better fate.

Friedrich \.on Hayek
The Road to Serfdom (1944)

Sometime during the I970S, the city-planning movemcnt began to turn
upside down and inside out; during the 1g8os, it seemed at times almost
on the point of self-destruction. Conventional planning, the use of plans
and regulations to guide the use of land, seemed more and more discredited.
Instead, planning turned from regulating urban growth, to encouraging it
by any and every possible means. Cities, the new message rang loud and
clear, were machines for wealth creation; the first and chief aim of planning
must be to oil the machinery. The planner increasingly identified with his
traditional adversary, the developer; the gamekeeper turned poacher.
Nowhere was this more clearly seen than in Britain; it was poetic justice,
perhaps, that the land that gave birth to the movenlent should also be the
scene of its apparent death throes. But the origin of the whole revrrsal lay
in the United States, where regulatory planning had never been as strong
and the habit of development, the tradition of enterprise, had always been
uppermost.
The root cause was economic. Conventional land-use planning had
flourished in the great boom of the 1950s and 1g6os, perhaps the greatest
sustained period of growth the capitalist economy had ever known. That
was because it had served as a means of guiding and controlling explosive
physical growth. The great recession of the 1970s and 1g8os was bound
to change the nature of the basic perceived problem with which planning
had to deal, and thus to threaten its very legitimacy. It hlt the British
economy with especial force, exposing deep structural weaknesses: a large
part of the country's manufacturing base disappeared, bringing a loss of
2 million factory jobs between 1971 and 1981 alone.' A new geography
emerged, with a contrast between the decaying inner citics - which now
' ,Massey and Meegan, 1982; Massey, 1984; Hudson and Williams, 1986; Hausner, 1987.
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included not only old problem cases like Glasgow and Liverpool but onceproud seats of manufacture like London and Birmingham - and the stillexpanding high-tech corridors of southern England.' In these select places,
conventional regulatory planning still commanded grassroots political
support. But, over wide areas of the country, the call was no longer for the
control and guidance of growth; it was for the generation of growthpromoting activities by almost any means.
There was a parallel development in the United States. There, too, the
traditional industrial regions - New England, the Mid Atlantic and above
all the mid West - were attacked by the same virus of overseas competition,
falling profits and restructuration. The nation's manufacturing belt found
itself given a new media epithet: the Rustbowl. Barry Bluestone and Bennett
Harrison, in their book dramatically titled The Dezndustrial~~atzonof America,
estimated that during the 1970s the combined effect of runaway plants,
shutdowns and permanent physical cutbacks may have cost the country as
many as 38 million jobs. And, of an estimated 35 million lost jobs between
1969 and 1976, more than half were in the so-called Frostbelt: in other
words, the industrial heartland.'
I t took planners, and their urban political leaders, by surprise. They had
forgotten their history. As we noted in chapter 5, Clarence Stein, that
visionary founder of the Regional Planning Association of America and
designer of Radburn, had predicted the decay of the urban economy in a
remarkable article in May 1925, entitled 'Dinosaur Cities'." Colin Clark,
that equally perspicacious economist, had correctly forecast the general
contraction of manufacturing employment in his book The Conditions of
Economic Progress, in 1940.5 Neither had been much heeded. They had the
misfortune to be too far ahead of their fellows.
Yet there was more to it than that. During the I ~ ~ OinS both
,
Britain
and the United States, neo-conservative think-tanks - the British Centre
for Policy Studies, the American Heritage Foundation - began to challenge
the whole cosy consensus which had produced Keynesian economic policy
and welfare state social policy. Following the early arguments of classics
in the genre, now elevated to the status of sacred texts - like Hayek's
thirty-year-old Road to Serfdom - planning itself became a central part of
the bundle of policies under assault. I t had - so the radical right alleged Boddy, Lovering and Basserr, 1986; Hall, et al., 1987
' Blucstonr and Harrison, 1982, 26, 30
Stein, 1925.
Clark, 1940.

FIGURE1 1.1 Liverpool.
the inner city; the legacy of Pruitt-Igoe comes
to Britain.

Ruins of a 1960s housing estate in
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distorted and inhibited thc operation of market forces, forcing industrialists
to take sub-optimal location decisions and even throttling entrepreneurship.
It was at least partly responsible for the failure of lagging cities and regions
to generate new growth industries to replace declining ones. Regional
planning was especially objectionable in this respect; but - despite Hayek's
own reservations as to the scope of his attack - land-use planning did not
escape censure.
But the first warnings came long before this fundamental critique; they
were sounded in the late 1960s In the United States, the Johnson
administration redoubled its urban anti-poverty programmes after the riots
of 1964-7. The Model Cities Program and associated Community
Development Program (chapter 8) were the results. Over in Britain, a series
of reports - Milner Holland (1965) on London housing, Plowden (1967)
on primary schools, Seebohm (1968) on social services - marked the official
rediscovery of poverty by the British establishment. Perceptive academic
commentators like David Eversley - brought out of academia to head
strategic planning for London - began to point to the ominous declinc of
London's economic base.' Enoch Powell's notorious speech of April 1968
on the problem of racial tension in the cities, in which he recalled the Tiber
flowing with blood, brought immediate panic political response from the
then WiIson Labour Government: an urban programme, which was to give
special aid to areas with high concentrations of immigrants - or, as the
official euphemism had it, areas of special need.' The Community
Development Projects of 1969, a carbon copy of the American programme,
aimed to raise the consciousness of deprived local communities. Some of
the project teams, full of youthful Marxist venre, set about their task so
enthusiastically that they clashed head on with local bureaucracies, and in
1976 the whole experiment came to an abrupt end.8
But there was a rare historical irony. The message from the C D P teams
was that the problem - of places like Saltley in Birmingham, of Benwell
in Newcastle-upon-Tyne - was 'structural': a new vogue-word from
academia had entered the language of planning. Major forces in the latterday capitalist economy - in particular, the increasing concentration of
capital in ever fewer monopolistic hands - were transferring control of
firms and industries out of local hands and into the boardrooms of ever
more distant multinational enterprises. It was that conclusion, with its
implication that the solution was not to be found within the confines of
the capitalist system, which made the message so unacceptable to the then
political leadership of the cities or to the British Home Office. The first
irony was that a decade later, a new generation of politicians in the Town
', Greater London Council, 1969; Donnison and Eversley, 1973.
Edwards and Batley, 1978, 46.
.McKay and Cox, 1979, 244-5; Hall, 1981, ch. 5.
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Halls would have warmly agreed. The second was that even before this
happened, the notion of structural decline had became part of received
establishment thinking.
The vehicle was in some ways an unlikely one. In 1972 Peter Walker,
Secretary of State for the Environment in the then Tory administration,
had appointed three of Britain's most senior consultancies to investigate in
depth the problems of three deprived inner-city areas. Their final reports,
which were published simultaneously in the summer of 1977, underlined
the same conclusion: deprivation was no longer a matter of individuals or
households falling below the poverty line; rather, it had become a matter
of the failure of entire urban economies.9 The government of the day, now
Labour, took the message: in a White Paper of 1977,'" and in the Inner
Urban Areas Act of 1978, it switched the emphasis of inner-city policy
massively to economic revival. Henceforth, inner cities would get high
priority for new industrial development; central government resources were
to be switched from new towns to help the cities; the urban programme
would be massively expanded; and central-local government partnerships
would be introduced for some of the hardest-hit areas in some of the major
cities.
At first, the full extent of the shift was not apparent. Existing bureaucracies
dusted down existing programmes that had been gathering dust in drawers,
and these reflected traditional responsibilities and preoccupations: a leisure
centre here, a piece of landscaping there. But, as the 1970s gave way to
the 1980s and the inner-city economies continued to haemorrhage, the
emphasis shifted. Almost all authorities by then had economic development
offices under various names, staffed by a new breed of local government
officer." Planners sometimes took these jobs, but they then found that they
must reverse their traditional roles. The guidance and control of growth,
traditional concern of the British statutory planning system since 1947,
had quite suddenly been replaced by an obsession with encouraging growth
at almost any cost; the political issue began to centre on how best this
should be done.

The Rousijication of America
At that point, some British planners and politicians began to look across
the Atlantic. For the message, coming loudly from the other side in these
late-1970s years, was that American cities had found a magic formula. At
a typical high-level Anglo-American gathering, 'the glum British would
'l

G.B. Departnlent of the Environment, 1g77a, 1g77b, 1 9 7 7 ~ 1g77d.
.
"' G.B. Secretary for the Environment,

" Young and .Mason, 1983.

1977,
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show slides of the barren desolation of inner Li~erpool;the exuberant
Americans would arrive with pictures of a vibrant downtown Boston, full
of life and colour and excitement - plus, almost needless to say, booming
sales and expanding jobs." The magic recipe for urban revitalization - the
American buzzword that began to circulate at such gatherings - seemed
to consist in a new kind of creative partnership, a word used incessantly
by the Americans, between the city government and the private sector. I t
would be seasoned by judicious funding from Washington, to which - in
contrast with Whitehall's aid to British cities - relatively few strings were
attached.
It also seemed to consist in a frank realization that the days of the urban
manufacturing economy were over, and that success consisted in finding
and creating a new service-sector role for the central city. Bored suburbanites
would come in droves to a restored city that offered them a quality of life
they could never find in the shopping mall. Yuppies, or Young Urban
Profess~onals- the word began to circulate in the early 1980s - would
gentrify the blighted Victorian residential areas close to downtown, and
inject their dollars into restored boutiques, bars and restaurants. Finally,
the restored city would actually become a major attraction to tourists,
providing a new economic base to the city.
This was the formula that had already revived the Boston waterfront
and was just then transforming the Inner Harbor of Baltimore - the two
great showcases of urban revitalization in its first phase. Viewed more
closely, it was of course more complex. Both cities, which began to
experience urban decline as early as the I950S, had been working on the
problem since then - two decades before their British equivdlents. Both,
in the 1g6os, had first gone for fairly conventional headquarters-type office
development: a formula somewhat easier for them than for their British
equivalents, since both were old-estabished commercial centres and Boston
was a major home for financial institutions. Both had then grafted on largescale waterfront redevelopments of their derelict inner-port areas, involving
the then novel combination of restored warehouse and market buildings,
boutique shopping, bars, restaurants and hotels, and restoration of old
residential areas.
And, in both cities, the same key agent was at work. Jamcs Rouse was
already celebrated, in the late 1g6os, as a Baltimore developer who had
built Columbia, one of the most ambitious of the private-enterprise new
towns that were developed in the United States at that time. Through his
leading role in the Greater Baltimore Committee, a business elite group
founded in 1956, he had also been involved in the revitalization of
downtown Baltimore from its earliest stage: the 33-acre Charles Center, a
"

Hall. 1978, 33-4

FIGUREI 1.2 Bo.rton, Quincy Market.
FIGITREI 1.3 Baltimore, Inner Harbor.
The two show pieces of American inner-city regeneration through public-private
partnership, both through the Rouse Corporation: 'Rousification' enters the planner's
vocabulary.
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creation of the city-as-stage. Like theatre it resembles real life, but it is not
urban life as it ever actually was: the model is the Main Street America
exhibit which greets entering visitors a t the California Disneyland, sanitized
for your protection (as the phrase goes), wholesome, undangerous, and
seven-eighths real size. Around it, the charmingly-restored streets - all
yuppified with a massive injection of H U D funds - have exactly thr same
quality: they manage to look like a Disney movie lot of an imagined urban
'
America, but they happen ~nconc~ruously
to be r e d .
-

complex of offices, shop, hotel and apartments dcveloped from the late
1950s. This, interestingly, was developcd under the Urban Renewal
legislation of 1949 and 1954, and in almost e\cr) respect followed the
model set by Pittsburgh and Philadelphia (chapter 7): a new, radical
business elite effectively took over the city, leading a pro-growth coalition
which skilfully marshalled public support and combitled federal and private
funds to promote large-scale commercial development.'3
There was nothing very new about that; dozens of cities were doing it,
or trying to d o it. But Rouse's role in the Baltimore Inner Harbor, and in
the equivalent Quincy Market and Boston Waterfront schemcx, marked
something different. These schemes were bigger - 250 acres in Baltimore and they incorporated a new combination of activities: recreation, culture,
shopping, mixed-income housing. They also were based on the then new
concept of adaptive re-use: the rehabilitation and recycling of old physical
structurcs to new uses.'4 They involved a relatively much bigger public
role and a bigger federal commitment: $180 million in the Baltimore case,
against $58 million from the city and only $22 million from the private
sector. So federal grantsmanship, coupled with a new view of public sector
investment in speculative enterprise, and the co-operation of public and
private sector entrepreneurs, were critical elements of the new formula.''
Significantly, in both cities they were carried through by shrewd and wellestablished Democratic mayors who had good links with the neighbourhoods - Kevin White in Boston, William Donald Schaefer in Baltimore.
The resulting developments share much in common with London's
Covcnt Garden, whlch was being recycled at much the same rime (chaprep
7). They are unashamedly tourist-based: Baltimore attracts 22 million
visitors a year, of whom 7 million are tourists, a figure comparable with
Disneyland. And this provides a critical clue to the revolutionary nature of
these developments:
The process of creating successful places is only incidentally about property
development. It is much more like running a theatre, with continually
changing attractions to draw people in and keep them entertained. It is no
surprise that perhaps the most successful model of all, the 28,000 acre Walt
Disney World in Florida, is run by a company which has divisions concerned
with 'Imagineering' and 'Attractions'. It does not seem to be surveyors and
planners who have the qualities needed to create major theares, even though
they may be very useful as actors or playwrights.'"
The Rousification of Boston and Baltimore - a process now rcpcated in a
score of older American industrial cities - thus involved the deliberate
''1

Lyall, 1982, 18-36; Mollenkopf, 1983, 141, 169-73; Berkowitz, 1984,
'' Lyall, 1982, 51-55; Falk, 1986, 145-7.
' 4 Hart, 1983, 19.

"'

Ibid. rgo.
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The Ba." for Dockland3
L

All this was highly relevant to the British debate. And inevitably, given
the scale and the nature of the problem, that debate became politicized.
For, by the late I970S, in all the great British cities, a new phenomenon
was manifest; huge tracts of vacant or semi-vacant land, marked by
the gaunt ruins of derelict industrial or warehouse buildings, awaited
redevelopment. Invariably, most of this land was in public or quasi-public
ownership: it belonged either to the local municipalities, who had acquired
it for housing or roadbuilding schemes that were now threatened by
expenditure cuts (or, with the roads, public opposition), or to public
corporations like Docks authorities, British Gas or British Rail, which had
taken their operations elsewhere.
The most spectacular case, by far, was the London Docklands: a huge
Emor, ssme 8t aquapc miles in extent, beginning at the very edge of the
City of London's famous square mile and stretching downstream for some
8 miles on both sides of the Thames. Once the greatest port in thc w o ~ l d ,
it had been racked by labour disputes and the transfer of trade to rivals
both elsewhere in southern England (Southampton, Felixstowe) and the
European mainland (Rotterdam). The coming of containerization dealt the
final blow. The Port of London transferred virtually all remaining operations
30 miles downstream to Tilbury, and - in a short time from 1967 to
1980 - closed down almost the entire system. Related public corporations
like British Rail, and British Gas who had operated a huge coal-gas plant
at Beckton near the eastern end, did the same. By 1981 employment,
30,000 in the docks' heyday in the rg~jos,had plummeted to 2,000.
T h e problem first fell to the Tory Government of 1970-4, under Edward
Heath. They gave it to a firm of engineering consultants who suggested a
variety of scenarios, mostly involving a major change in the character of
the area: new luxury housing, marinas, leisure activities, services. The local
dockland communities, traditionally working-class and inward-looking, still
reeling under the sudden loss of their livelihood, reacted vehemently; so
did their overwhelmingly Labour borough councils. The London election
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of 1973 brought a Labour Greater London Council, the General Election
in 1974 a Labour Government on the opposite side of the river in
Westmhster.
It was just a t this time that the inner-city problem was beginning to
emerge in the public consciousness. Whatever happened in London
docklands would be not only important in itself, but also a model for other
places. The Wilson Government could do not other than involve the local
communities. But it was also aware that strong central direction and coordination were needed, and it was painfully aware that the GLC - the
legally constituted strategic planning authority - was the logical body to
provide this. It produced a compromise - masterly or shabby, depending
on your view: it gave the job of producing a strategy to the Docklands
Joint Committee, a GLC-borough ad hoc organization created in 1973 at
the initiative of the GLC, with a special planning team (the Docklands
Development Team) including GLC officers, but a t arm's length from it.
The team, labouring mightily, produced its strategy in 1976. I t reflected
the then political realities. Most of the area would be redeveloped as public
low-rent housing or as industry and warehousing, though it was by then
evident that public-expenditure cuts were decimating the public-housing
programme and that there were huge areas of vacant industrial floorspace
all over the capital. Little provision was made for offices, despite the
location of the area on the very fringe of the City of London financial
district. As one academic observer has noticed:
It approximates the variant . . . termed Urban Consen~ation- a strong
emphasis on replicating and retaining present activities and structures, with
their associated social and economic patterns reinforced . . . the classic mix
of working-class housing, industrial and commercial jobs, and development
of riverside amenity facilities and community services. . . . The style by which
the planning process is conditioned is one of consultation and persuasion . . .
the process must find means of gaining commitment from groups potentially
in conflict . . . very wide participation and consultation makes this style
cumbersome. Decisions appear to be nebulous, in that they are highly
generalised.'7

I t did not have a good press. The Times found it 'not impressive', concluding
that the DJC was 'too timidly affected by the belief that flair and grand
vision are not quite compatible with d e m o c r a c y . " ~ h elocals liked it better,
but even they were disappointed by the lack of firm proposals.
The fact, which emerged soon enough, was that the strategy existed in
a financial vacuum. Public expenditure was being cut, and there were no
funds for major elements like an extension of the Jubilee underground line.
More critically, the strategy demanded that Egoo million of public money

FIGUREI I .4 AND I I .5 London Docklands: Before and After.
The transformation of the London Docklallds during the 1980s represented the
biggest piece of urban revitalization in Europe, if not the world. For some, it was
a shining example of how to do it; for others, of how not to.
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as happened in Docklands - developments had to be demolished almost
before they were finished, because somcthing more profitable had come
along; concerned only to exploit opportunities as they arose. I t was not
planning as anyone had ever understood it for the previous forty years. As
the Docklands Chief Executive explained:
-

be matched by £1100 million of private funds; but nowhere in the
consultation process had anyone bothered to talk to the managers of pension
funds, insurance companies and banks. The South East Economic Planni~lg
Council, an independent advisory body appointed by government, argued
that the area required a New Town-style development corporation,
reasonably free from political interference and free to get on with the job;
only this, they argued, would give the private investor the necessary
confidence to come in. The then Secretary of State for thc Environment,
Peter Shore, who happened to be Member of Parliament for a large part
of the Docklands area, politely disagreed.
In May 1979 the Conservatives were swept back to power under
Margaret Thatcher. Michael Heseltine became Secretary of State for the
Environment, charged with inner-city policy. Almost his first act wah to
abolish the South East Economic Planning Council - and indeed all its
regional counterparts. Almost the second was to establish a n Urban
Development Corporation for the London Docklands and their equally
derelict Merseyside counterpart.
There was a rich historical irony here. The Development Corporation
(chapter 4) was the centralist, top-down, non-democratic bureaucratic
device preferred by Clement Attlee's radical Labour government of 1945
for the construction of the British new towns. Detested at that time by the
solid Tory voters of the southern English shires where the eight original
London new towns were built, later shunned for a decade by Tory
governments of the 19505, then reluctantly accepted as an unfortunate
necessity, the Development Corporation now became the preferred Tory
device for the regeneration of the inner cities, and for precisely the same
reason as the Reith Committee on the new towns had argued 35 years
before: bypassing the democratic niceties of local government, it could be
effective and above all quick.
In its new context, it reflected two new emphases. The first was that the
Conservative Party, traditionally (and recently) the party of local rights
against Whitehall bureaucracy, had now become the party of the centralizers.
(This was to appear ever more evident in the succeeding decade, as
Westminster fought bitter battles with Labour-controlled inner-city town
halls on issues like rate-support grant, rate-capping and control of local
schools.) The second was something that could only be called planning as
property development. The task of planning, in this view, was to facilitate
the most rapid feasible recycling of derelict urban industrial or commercial
land to higher and better uses. This was not of course new; witness the
great property boom in Britain's city centres in the 1960s. And it directly
derived from the American experience. What was nevertheless remarkable,
here as elsewhere, was the style: anti-long-term strategic planning, antialmost-any published plan at all; freewheeling, freebooting; unworried if -

The sheer scale of dereliction which the LDDC was charged with addressing
was of such an order that the only way to tackle the problem without an
enormous influx of public funds . . . was to generate a kind of critical
momentum, a development 'snowball' that would create a real credibility for
Docklands early on amongst potential commercial and residential developers.
Thus it was necessary to be opportunist with regard to proposals from
developers.'9

It did get a lot done. In the docks, as at Stevenage and Crawley forty
years earlier, the development corporation proved its power to cut red tape.
It took unprecedented powers - greater than the new towns had - away
from the local authorities, and used t h e n ~to welcome the private developer
with open arms. I n a mere five years from start, by mid-1986 it had used
£279 million of public funds to attract nearly six times that amount in
private investment; attracted 400 new companies and 8000 new jobs;
provided sites for nearly 4000 new homes, with 10,ooo under construction
or planned; and had begun work on a major new light rail system."" T h e
critics continued to say that the whole plan amounted to nothing more or
less than the yuppification of the East End, London's traditional workingclass stronghold.

The Enterprise Zone
Here, one particular notion came to play a role never imagined by its
author. In a n address to the Royal Town Planning Institute's conference
at Chester in 1977, Peter Hall -joint author of the iconoclastic Nonplan
Manifesto of 1970 (chapter 8) - addressed the emerging problem of urban
decline: 'The biggest urban areas have seen their growth slow down, stop
and then reverse. They are losing people and jobs.' Reviewing possible
ways of rebuilding these cities' economic bases, he came to the possibility
that 'none of these recipes can really perform the miracle for some areas.'
Here, he suggested,
the best may be the enemy of the good. If we really want to help inner- cities,
and cities generally, we may have to use highly undrthodox remedies. . . . a
final possible remedy, which I would call the Freeport solution. Small,
selected areas of inner cities would be simply thrown open to all kinds of

"' Ward,

1986,

I

18.

'"Ibid. 118--123.
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initiative, with minimal control. I n other words, we would aim to recreate
the Hong Kong of the 1950s and 1960s inside inner Liverpool or inner
Glasgow."

This would involve three elements. Each area would be completely open
to immigration of entrepreneurs and capital - meaning no immigration
controls. It would be 'based on fairly shameless free enterprise'; bureaucracy
would be 'kept to the absolute minimum.' And residence would be bqsed
on choice, since the area would effectively be outside the United Kingdom's
normal legislation and controls. Hall concluded: 'Such an area would not
conform at all to modern British conventions of the welfare state. But it
could be economically vigorous on the Hong Kong model. Since it would
represent an extremely drastic last-ditch solution to urban problems, it
could be tried only on a very small scale.' He ended with a disclaimer,
that in the event proved ironic: 'I do not expect the British government to
act on this solution immediately, and I want to emphasise that I am not
recommending it as a solution for our urban ills. I am saying that it is a
model, and an extreme one, of a possible solution.""
In some ways, as emerged from later and closer analysis, his evocation
of Hong Kong was an odd one. For, in terms of Turner's campaign against
third-world housing bureaucracies, Hong Kong was an outstanding example
of ultimate conservatism: throughout the 1960s and rg70s, contrary to its
outside-world mythical image, it had maintained what was in relative terms
the largest public housing programme in the non-Communist world.""
Jonathan Schiffer was later to suggest a ingenious explanation: the
programme, by keeping the costs of mass housing to a guaranteed minimum,
greatly dampened demands for wage increases and kept Hong Kong's
labour costs among the lowest in the developed world.'4 Further, though
by conventional British standards Hong Kong did not have a very restrictive
or comprehensive British-style land-use planning systcm,'5 by the standards
of many developing countries there was a good deal of planning intervention.
Nonetheless: Hall could defend his basic point: however indirectly subsidized
in this and other ways, Horig Kong had proved one of the world's most
successful examples of how to move rapidly into new entrepreneurial lines
in response to the state of the world market, mainly through the extraordinary
adaptability of its dominant small-business sector.'"
.411 this, however, was part of a rather obscure academic debate. The
odd point is that, despite Hall's total scepticism as to the possibilities of
action, he did not have to wait long. In 1980 the new Conservative
Government in Britain introduced provision for Enterprise Zones, and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer specifically cited him as the author of the
" Hall. 1977, 5.
'+
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scheme. During 1980-1, fifteen zones were dcsignated - one of them, the
Isle of Dogs, in the heart of the London Docklands. The whole notion, and
its hapless author, were duly attacked by radical academics from both sides
of the Atlantic.''
In the event, however, what emerged was something very different: a set
of zones, mainly though not exclusively in derelict inner-urban areas, with
especially favourable tax concessions and a simplified set of physical
planning procedure^.'^ Most of the other elements - the frce migration of
labour, the encouragement of immigrant entrepreneurs, the general freedom
from mainstream legislation - were conspicuously missing: a particularly
poignant example of the way that, especially in Britain, radical ideas are
taken on board by the establishment, only to be sanitized into something
completely harmless. What was conspicuously lacking, despite the title, was
any mechanism for encouraging innovation, in the sense enunciated by
Joseph Schumpeter, as a way of providing alternative industrial traditions
for areas where the traditional industrial base had disappeared.'"
I t was thus a modest and unradical scheme, with modest results: a t a
total public cost of E132.g million, the creation of about 8,000 new jobs,
of which about three-quarters would have located in the same area anyway,
zone or no zone.30 More than one-third of the new jobs had been generated
in only three of the fifteen zones, among which, interestingly, the Isle of
Dogs was not one. .4t just about that time, though, came dramatic news:
a plan by an American consortium for a huge office complex a t Canary
Wharf in the middle of the LDDC area, taking advantage of the Enterprise
Zone status and providing an estimated 46,000 office jobs. After an
extraordinary series of cliflhanger negotiations and the virtual withdrawal
of the original developers, eleventh-hour agreement was finally reached
with a Canadian group in July 1987. At last, six ycars in, an EZ had
produced a real employment bonanza.
Nevertheless, the idea was in turn warmly espoused by the Reagan
administration in the United States, where, interestingly, it also tended to
win support from left-liberal inner-city politicians.3' Despite this, it failed
to gain enactment into federal law. The states stepped in: twenty-six
legislatures adopted legislation, creating more than 1,400 local enterprise
zones in 680 localities. A small sample of only ten, studied by the United
States Department of Housing and Urban development in 1986, showed
that 263 firms had invested over $147 million to creatc or keep over 7,000
jobs.S2
The Reagan administration, however, did in an important sense implement
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the original notion in another way: by openly failing to police the border
with Mexico, it condoned a huge illegal immigation into Sunbelt cities like
Houston or Los Angeles, which - administration officials would openly
boast in private - constituted working models of the pure enterprise zone
idea. For the working results, of course, they werc roundly condemned by
Ieft-radical urban analyst^.'^^
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no scheme. Yet o t h ~ r spointed out that UDAGs could never restore lost
manufacturing jobs, or even replace as many jobs as had been lost.3"ut
that was part of a wider debate about the march through the srctors to
the service economy. Many economists, following the pioneer analyses of
A. G. R. Fisher and Colin Clark half' a century before, argued that the
decline in manufacturing jobs was an inevitable development of the latterday capitalist economy, and that the only intelligent policy was to accept
and anticipate it. Others argued that the service rconomy mainly generated
low-wage fast-food-type jobs, and that - in the words of one major piece
of academic polemic - Manufacturing Matters.37

The Docklands development followed the American models in one critical
respect. This was the concept of using relatively modest public funds to
generate - or, to use the quaintly ungrammatical American verb, to leverage a much larger amount of private investment. In Boston, for instance,
$2.7 million of federal preservation grant from the Department of Housing
and Urban Development attracted private investment of more than six
times that amount.34 The Carter administration, in 1977, had cnshrined
this principle in legislation. The Urban Development Action Grant was
posited on the notion of leveraging between 4.5 and 6.5 units of private
investment for every one of public investment. A community could apply
for a UDAG if it met standards of physical and economic distress or had
a pocket of poverty. It had to show that it would attract at least 2.5 times
as much private as public funding, and that the project could be funded
no other way.
Down to the end of 1983, 929 communities had attracted over 1,900
projects and $3 billion of UDAG funds, with a median leverage ratio of
3.9; unsurprisingly, the lion's share of the funds had gone to the stricken
bigger cities of the manufacturing belt, and New York City and Baltimore
each had over fifty schemes. The programme had generated an expected
total of some 411,ooo new permanent jobs - 56 per cent of them,
significantly, in commercial projects, and 55 per cent for low- or moderateincome people.35 It was small wonder that the UDAG scheme was widely
regarded as one of the few real success stories of urban regeneration policy;
small wonder, either, that in 1983 the British Government's UDG scheme
paid it the sincerest form of flattery.
There were, inevitably, some criticisms. Some said that too much of the
money had gone on hotel projects (to which the retort was, hotels generate
a lot of low-skilled employment, suitable for unemployed inner-city
residents). Others posed the standard question about each and every such
dcvicc: how many of the jobs would have been there anyway, scheme or

The point is that the real debate on both sides of the Atlantic was still all
about economic development. And meanwhile, in other more traditional
parts of the British planning system, durlng the 1980s the history
increasingly resembled a move run backwards. Progressively, after 1979,
the Thatcher Government dismembered the strategic-planning system that
had been painfully built up by successive governments during the 1960s
and maintained during the 1970s. The Regional Economic Planning
Councils werc the first element to go, in 1979. The next year, when the
government had to update the I970 Strategic Plan for the South East - a
plan which consisted of a main report and five large research volumes it did so through two and a half pages of typescript; in 1986, repeating
the exercise, it extended to six. The 1980 Planning Act effected a significant
shift of powers from the counties to the districts, making the county
structure plans less effective; a green paper of 1986 proposed doing away
with them altogether, in effect removing the county level of planning. In
the major urban areas, an Act of 1986 abolished the Greater London
Council and the six metropolitan counties, England's unique experiment in
metropolitan government.3'
All this marked a significant change in planning style. The 1983 White
Paper, which presaged the abolition of metropolitan government, declared
flatly that there was no longer the same need as in the rg6os for strategic
planning; the clcar suggestion was that all that was needed was a residual
land-use planning activity, proceeding on a case-by-case basis.3" Local
government took the hint. One county - Berkshire, one of the fastestgrowing in all of England - abolished its planning.department, merging it
with the Surveyor's Department. Within the profession, there was a distinct
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weakening of the links with the university and polytechnic schools. There
was a sharp reduction in the demand for planners, exacerbated by the
sudden arrival on the job market of hundreds of displaced metropolitan
and county planners. Simultaneously, funding organizations cut student
support, precipitating the closure of several planning schools.
Perhaps, after all, in the long historical perspective it was just another
turn of the cyclical screw. Planning in Britain had been rather like this in
the relatively stagnant early I ~ ~ Owhen
S , - under an earlier Conservative
Government - it had come under a cloud; yet after that, during the highgrowth era of the 1g6os, it had bounced back to register one of the most
successful periods of its short life. That, in a sense, is pure grist to the
academic Marxists' mill: planning changes shape as it is required to face
new challenges, or old challenges come back again. What was new, as
already seen in chapter 10, was the increasing detachment of the academic
commentators from the whole process.
Will planning die away, then? Not entirely. Planning will survive, because
in every advanced country it has a large - and in the long run, increasing political constituency. Good environment, as the economists would say, is
an income-elastic good: as people, and societies generally, get richer, they
demand proportionately ever more of it. And, apart from building private
estates with walls around them, the only way they are going to get it is
through public action. T h e fact that people are willing and even anxious
to spend more and more of their precious time in defending their own
environment, through membership of all kinds of voluntary organizations
and through attendance at public inquiries, is testimony to that fact - as
also to the fact that, not seldom, my good environment is my neighbour's
bad one. So, in very advanced post-industrial societies - south-east England,
the San Francisco Bay Area - the politics of planning become ever more
popular, ever more protracted, ever more bitter."
That, ironically, became plain during the course of the 1980s The first
Thatcher Government of 1979 had been clearly determined to remove the
shackles of planning from the developer. In 1983, Michael Heseltine then Secretary of State for the Environment - shocked true-blue Tory
central Berkshire by modifying the county's structure plan, allowing 4,000
extra houses to be built on green fields. There was impassioned opposition.
The local district council refused to write the provision into its own district
plan. Ironically, Heseltine himself had weakened the structure planners'
power to control the lower-level district plans in an act of 1980; he, or
shortly after his successor, was hoist with his own petard.+'
On the other side of London, in the spring of 1984 a major consortium
of the country's leading builder-developers unveiled a plan for. a series of
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private enterprise new towns - latter-day Columbias - and, a year later,
announced that the first would be built on a green-belt site a t Tillirlgham
Hall in Essex.+' The inquiry became-one of those causes cilibres of planning
history in which the English delight. T h e developers lost; doubtless to their
great surprise, for a whole series of well-publicized official statements, with
titles like Lzfting the Burden, had clearly led them (and almost cveryune else)
to believe that the government would back them.43 Then, in 1987 admittedly, in the runup to a general election - the government were forced
to backtrack on a relatively minor policy change, which would remove the
need to monitor agricultural considerations in the case of development
proposals on poorer quality farmland. The radical-right government, here
as elsewhere, was proving that its bark was a good deal more significant
than its bite.
No, planning will not go away; no, it will never again be de-politicized,
as some once hoped. Like the Abbe Sieyks in an earlier revolution, it lives.
But traditional land-use planning has come under morc basic attack in its
country of birth than ever in its eighty years of existence. I t has become
determinedly reactive, artisan and anti-intellectual, while planning in the
academy has retreated ever higher u p its ivory tower. Meanwhile, it faces
a new range of problems, with which its practitioners'were never equipped
by education (and perhaps by inclination) to tackle; the problem of
structural economic decline of whole urban communities and of rebuilding
a new economy on the ruins of the old. And, exacerbated by that fact, it
faces a nightmarish return of the oldest of urban problems, which more
than any other originally brought it into being and gave it its legitimacy:
the problem of the urban underclass, waiting as a sullen and disaffected
mass outside the gates.
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